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Introduction
The carcinogenic pathways of colorectal cancer include the
classical pathway in which adenoma grows to colorectal cancer and
the serrated pathway in which colorectal cancer grows from serrated adenoma. In the former adenoma, the diversity of gut flora (α
diversity) is reduced, but not in SSA/P, and there is a difference in
the change of gut flora depending on the carcinogenic route [1]. The
serrated pathway is a concept recently proposed by Torlakovic et al.
[2]. Sessile serrated adenoma / polyp (SSA/P) predominates in the
right-side colon [3] and SSA/P is caused by mutations in the BRAF
gene. In SSA/P, DNA methylation is observed genome-wide, and
p16 and IGFBP7 are methylated to shift cells from the resting phase
to the proliferative phase [4]. In addition, the methylation of the
mismatch repair gene MLH1 suppresses MLH1 protein expression,
causing microsatellite instability (MSI), resulting in atypia from
SSA/P. Tumors caused by this atypia are called SSA/P with cytological dysplasia [5], and this concept was also proposed at WHO in
2010. The initial SSA/P lesion, which is the origin of colorectal cancer, has a flat, white-like color tone, is difficult to distinguish endoscopically from normal mucosa, and is often overlooked. Inaccurate
endoscopic observations of SSA/P miss the detection of early-stage
colorectal carcinoma [6]. The accurately diagnose SSA/P endoscopically is a future clinical issue for colorectal cancer. We have great
expectations for endoscopic image analysis systems that have made
remarkable progress in recent years.
Fusobacterium nucleatum is known to induce gene mutations.
In Fusobacterium nucleatum-infected colonic mucosal tissue, CpG

island methylator phenotype-high (CIMP-high), MSI positive, and
MLH1 hypermethylation are observed (24). In addition, there is an
interesting report that SSA/P is more likely to be Fusobacterium genus-positive as the site of origin goes from the sigmoid colon to the
ascending colon to the cecum to the oral-side deep colon [7]. This
is not seen in classical colorectal carcinogenesis pathway. Large
amounts of Fusobacterium nucleatum have also been reported to
be associated with MSI-high, MLH1 hypermethylated CIMP-high,
and BRAF mutations [8]. These reports are very interesting. Tumor
immunity may be avoided in MSI-high colorectal cancer [9]. However, not all Fusobacterium nucleatum-infected and MSI-high mucosal tissues grow into cancerous, and it is thought that undiscovered
factors and events that trigger carcinogenesis are hidden, and the
details of carcinogenesis are still unclear. We would like to pay attention to future research on the details of gene mutations caused
by Fusobacterium nucleatum, SSA/P carcinogenesis and BRAF gene
mutations.
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